Master Craftsmanship
“Quality control is crucial in a project that demanded
so much detailing on this home,” says Julian Sahagun.

When designing a project, it’s normally teamwork that will incorporate a collection of creative ideas that

W

brings the home together. There are generally many suppliers and elements involved in all stages of a project that are necessary to provide the owners home with just the right touch.
Steering this project was Julian Sahagun of Keystone Cabinetry, Inc., the main designer for the project.
Julian was involved in all phases of design from the preliminary concept stage through its completion.
This process included everything from overseeing the job on a day-to-day basis and managing the duties
of subcontractors, to handling the budgets and insuring quality control. “Quality control is crucial in a
project that demanded so much detailing on this home” says Julian Sahagun.

above: The 15’ deep swimming pool with Santa Barbara stone on the walls and
floors is a magnificent structure.
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A 15’ deep swimming pool with Santa
Barbara stone on the walls and floors sprawls
over the property. The Cypress wooden bridge
crossing over the pool and stairs leads you to
the balcony, front door, water sliders, and
Jacuzzi.
With comfort considered in the design of
the home, the living room is very spacious,
light, and airy. The fireplace creates a special
ambience. In the center of the room sits a
beautiful area rug that compliments the custom furniture. The tall ceiling and beams show
the architectural strength of the room, and are
made from reclaim Cypress, and hand-crafted
by Keystone Cabinetry, Inc.
The gallery hall shows the architectural
lines of the home, and leads to guest bedrooms, maids quarters and laundry room.
A beautiful Country French kitchen was
designed and built by Julian Sahagun. It was
crafted on a 6/4 knotty alder with an expose
French hinge, Frankke stainless steel sink, two
Fisher Panel dishwashers with a front wooden
panel, Cornev 60” range, two sub-zero 70’s
series refrigerator and freezer which was created as an armoire to have the look and feel of
furniture. Julian designed and created all of the
cabinetry to give it the necessary depth and
warm feeling. The suspension 60” Viking hood
fan was designed to enclose a wood panel
hood, that was created from the reclaim
Cypress used on the ceiling and floors.
With fireplace pots and olive trees, the balcony serves as a wonderful outdoor patio The
floors and fireplace are surrounded by lovely
decorated Santa Barbara stone and surrounded
by the incredible views of the Mulholland corridor.
top right: The tall ceiling and beams
show the architectural strength of the
room, and are made from reclaim
Cypress, and hand-crafted by Keystone
Cabinetry, Inc. bottom right: The gallery
hall shows the architectural lines of the
home.
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The beautiful Country French kitchen was
designed and built by Julian Sahagun.

above: Two sub-zero 70’s series refrigerator and freezer were created
as an armoire to resemble the look and feel of furniture.
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above: An antique rug, antique country pine table and
chairs accent the room.
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ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Julian Sahagun, President of Keystone Cabinetry,
Inc., has been designing and manufacturing custom,
high-end residential kitchens and baths for almost
20 years. He is not only an accredited designer, but
also a licensed contractor who combined his cabinet making skills to establish his highly respected
cabinet manufacturing business in 1984. Julian’s
experience and craftsmanship provide a unique ability to design and surpass his clients’ expectations.
The kitchens and baths he creates are the works of a
true professional. He takes great pride in the predominantly referral-based clientele who appreciate
Keystone Cabinetry’s quality product, detail oriented installation and commitment to customer satisfaction.
Over the years, Julian’s projects have been featured in national and local design publications. It is
the long list of delighted clients, among them many
celebrities and notables, which brings him the most
satisfaction. The custom, hand-crafted, hand-carved
cabinets featured are prime examples of the artistry
that has gone into designing and making a work of
art for his clients.
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The breakfast nook is comfortable, functionable and serves as an extension of the kitchen. The
hutch contains a French leg and bookcase on top.
An antique rug, and antique country pine table
and chairs accent the room.
Opening up to the outside patio is the master
bedroom. The groove ceiling and beams are made
from Florida cypress. The bed was created from an
original photo from Palacio de Ducale in Venice
Italy when Julian was there early April 2004. The
antique rug accents the handcrafted furniture and
decor. The pre-cast fireplace was created by
Keystone Cabinetry, Inc.
Her master bath was designed with comfort
and privacy in mind. The highlight of this spacious
room is the cabinet and mirror frame that was
handcrafted by Keystone Cabinetry, Inc.
His master bath was designed with masculine
colors and themes. Complimenting the darker
woods, a Country French handcrafted vanity sink
cabinet with a marble top, and oil bronze sink and
faucet. As an added convenience, the master closet is only a few steps away.
A quaint Country French guest bathroom
contains a handcrafted vanity sink cabinet with a
marble top and oil bronze sink and faucet.
for information
Julian Sahagun
Keystone Cabinetry, Inc.
tel: 818.503.0493
fax: 818.503.1153
www.keystonecabinetryinc.com
E-mail: julian@keystonecabinetry.com

opposite page top:The bed was created from an original photo from Palacio de Ducale in Venice, Italy when
Julian was there in early April, 2004. opposite page bottom: The highlight of this spacious room is the cabinet and mirror frame that was handcrafted by Keystone Cabinetry, Inc. top of page: His master bath was
designed with masculine colors and themes. bottom of page: The handcrafted vanity sink cabinet and marble top highlight the guest bathroom.
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